
Aging Well
Spring Expo

April 9th, 2021 

8:45 A.M. - 4 P.M.

Virtual event: 

Online via Zoom

 



Agenda:
8:45 A.M. - 10 A.M.

AGING WELL SPRING EXPO OPENING CEREMONY

8:45 A.M. 

Off to the Races (⼀⾺當先) Film Viewing
Organization: Calgary Chinese Orchestra (CCO)

The Calgary Chinese Orchestra (CCO) was founded in 1997 and is dedicated

to promoting Chinese music and instruments in a fun and joyful

environment through education and performance. The only Chinese

ensemble in town focusing on chamber music and orchestra music, CCO

features many kinds of Chinese musical instruments, each with rich and

ancient histories. 

9 A.M.  

Greeting by Dr. Josephine Tsang (CEO of Diversecities)/ Land

acknowledgement/ Welcome Minister Josephine Pon
Organization: Diversecities

9:30 A.M.

Introduction to Basic Functions of Zoom
Organization: Diversecities

Diversecities will provide an introduction to basic Zoom functions, so that

attendees can navigate the Expo at ease. 
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Agenda:
10 A.M. - 12 P.M.

Taste of Asia
Organization: Calgary Catholic Immigration Society

Please join our seniors in celebrating the Taste of Asia where food, cultures,

traditional songs and dances from 6 Asian countries will be featured.

Participating seniors from Asian countries will be wearing their colorful

traditional clothes.

10 A.M. - 11 A.M.

Chair yoga with Sharon Cavanagh
Organization: CARYA

Chair Yoga is a practice of gentle flowing movements to stretch and

strengthen the body. A short optional component of the class consists of

standing postures, with the assistance of the chair.

10 A.M. - 11 A.M.

Speaking of Bones with Kelly Skeavington
Organization: Osteoporosis Canada

Osteoporosis, known as the “silent thief,” can cause bones to deteriorate over

a number of years without any signs or symptoms, until a bone breaks.

Unfortunately, by the time this happens, the disease is already fairly

advanced. Speaking of Bones online presentation will discuss bone health

and knowing your risk for osteoporosis.



Agenda:
11 A.M. - 12 P.M.

My BINGO Hub (Being Independent Never Gets Old)
Speaker: Hannah Meng

BINGO Hub provides an “one stop shop” easy-to-use tool for mature adults,

caregivers and senior serving organizations to address all of the needs

associated with aging in place. 

11:30 A.M. - 12:30 P.M.

Let's Draw Together! with Zahra Entezari
Organization: Immigrant Services Calgary

Zahra Entezari is a facilitator for the Art Class with the Seniors Program at

Immigrant Services Calgary. During this session, Zahra will demonstrate

some drawing basics. Materials needed: pencil, plain paper, eraser and

sharpener.

12 P.M. - 1 P.M.

Elder Abuse: Stop Abuse Restore Respect with Katharina

Zacharias
Organization: Kerby Centre

Katharina is the Elder Abuse Shelter Manager with the Kerby Centre. This

info session will review the types of elder abuse and inform participants

about how they can both identify and assist those who are experiencing

abuse and neglect in later life.



Agenda:
12 P.M. - 1 P.M.

Calgary Chinese Orchestra Live Performance Q&A
Organization: Calgary Chinese Orchestra (CCO)

Jiajia Li is the director for the CCO and the Artistic Director for MRU

Conservatory. CCO is dedicated to promoting Chinese music and

instruments in a fun and joyful environment. Along with Jiajia's colleague,

CCO will perform and demonstrate unique instruments and show video

clips of past performances.

1:30 P.M. - 2:30 P.M.

Climate Game Changers with Jaclyn Angotti
Organizations: Canadian Parks And Wilderness Society (CPAWS) /

Immigrant Services Calgary

Jaclyn Angotti is the CPAWS Education Director. While we like to explore

Alberta’s natural beauty, nature is currently working a full time job fighting

against climate change impacts. Learn about climate change impacts to our

ecosystems, our plants, animals and us. Small, everyday actions hold the

power to make positive changes.

2 P.M. - 3 P.M.

Anna with Peter Zhou
Making simple voice technology work for you - a story of how Anna helped

seniors feel connected to their communities before, during, and post-

pandemic.



Agenda:
2 P.M. - 3 P.M.

Calgary Opera Live Performance with Stephania Romaniuk
Organization: Calgary Opera

Mezzo-soprano and teaching artist Stephania Romaniuk has sung

professionally with opera companies, as a soloist with orchestras and

ensembles, and in recital in North America and Europe. As a Calgary Opera

Community Ambassador, she and pianist Evan Mounce will offer a short

performance of classical arias and art songs, lead an accessible and fun sing-

along (no prior vocal instruction needed!), and wrap things up with some

mindfulness and meditation activities that anyone can use to deepen their

music listening experiences at home or (hopefully soon) in the opera house!

3 P.M. - 4 P.M.

Fit-2-Age with Tracy Rand
Organization: Diversecities

10 exercises that are designed to keep people living independently, in their

own homes, for as long as possible. First half hour seated as a warm up,

second half is standing. No equipment needed!

3 P.M. - 4 P.M.

Calgary Philharmonic Orchestra Live Performance
Organization: Calgary Philharmonic Orchestra (CPO)

Adriana L from CPO will play a combination of Classical, Ukrainian, and

Polka, chat about her life as a musician during COVID, and her other hobbies

like horseback riding.


